UNROLLED TO THE CORE
who we are

For the past 50 years, innovation has been at the core of everything
we do. The DewEze brand of hay handling equipment set the standard
in 1968, changing the way ranchers worked in the field. Conscious of
our agricultural roots, we apply what we have learned over the years
to plan for the next generation. Together with you, we can help feed
the world.

600 / 700 Series Bale Beds

600700 SERIES

min. + max grip width

PIVOT

34”

110”

GET A GRIP.

Unrolling in the pasture, lifting into a ring or
loading an ATV on your flatbed, DewEze has a
bale bed model tailored to fit your every need.

min. + max grip width

PARALLEL

40”

To receive a quote, locate your nearest DewEze Dealer
by visiting deweze.com/find-a-dealer.

90”

hydraulic arm grip capacity varies on use with or
without spinners for all 600/700 series models


#decadesofdurability
sales@deweze.com - (800) 835-1042 - www.deweze.com

RELIABLE. DURABLE. INDESTR UCTIBLE.
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A versatile workhorse, DewEze beds help you get chores
finished faster. From moving feed bunks to pulling posts,
you’ll save on back-breaking tasks everyday.
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At DewEze, we know no two operations are the same.
That’s why we’re the only bale bed manufacturer
to offer a variety of squeeze style solutions for your
ranching needs. Each DewEze Parallel and Pivot
Bed is built with the perfect mix of productivity and
power you demand. That means less downtime
and increased efficiencies on the farm.
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STOW, TOW & GO

FORM MEETS FUNCTION

Robust and reliable, DewEze beds are tough enough to keep
up with your operation. Rugged construction and secure storage
in a truck bed that can haul it all.
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HOW WE ROLL

Cut waste and feeding time by
staying level with the ground for
more even distribution.
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12. Wireless remote float function
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40,000 lb. gooseneck ball with D-rings and flush well cover
Across-the-bed & underbody toolbox*
Tailboard receiver hitch & D-rings
Corrosion protective coating

THE POWER
UNLEASH

Load. Haul. Unroll. DewEze beds combine strength and smart
features to improve efficiencies on your ranch. All arm attachments
can be easily removed to adapt to any job.
5. Deck perimeter dummy arms
6. Pivot or Parallel spinners & risers
7. Extendable arm bed*

Engineered with heavy-duty steel construction and
trouble-free performance, you’ll have peace of
mind knowing DewEze beds are backed by superior
service. Building beds that last and hold their value,
that’s durability.

HYDRAULIC CLUTCH PUMP KIT

*Complete list of optional features listed on right fold out panel

LIFT BAR
For those heavy items you can’t quite lift
with just the arms - swap out the spinners.

HEADACHE RACK LIGHTING
Don’t get caught in the dark - plug and play
a fixed or swing light kit to light the way.

EXTENDABLE ARM BED

BED SKIRT

Count on an additional 20 inches of reach
for feeding in a ring and lifting the big loads.

Complete your outfit with heavy-duty,
smooth bed skirts, adding appeal and value.

Ranging from 9 to 17 GPM, DewEze under-the-hood kits deliver
the flow, pressure and power to take on any job. All DewEze
Clutch Pump Kits are manufactured in-house and machine
cast for precision.

ELECTRIC OVER HYDRAULIC KIT
Configured for ease and reliability, DewEze 12V and 24V Hybrid
E/H systems are designed to serve as your main power source,
or back up any alternative hydraulic applications.
The pre-plumbed reservoir and valve on both hydraulic solutions are
located in the headache rack offering easy access for serviceability.
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DURABILITY
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Rear hydraulic couplers
3,100 lb. lift capacity
Loading arm lift bar*
Dual lift cylinders

decades of durability
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ACCESSORIES

RAISING THE BAR

SYNCHRONIZED SQUEEZE

TOOLBOX STORAGE

Complete chores faster, moving
both arms at the same time.

Stow and tow with underbody and acrossthe-bed storage, offering easy access to the
recessed gooseneck.

(parallel models only)

Ask your dealer about modified headache rack and hitch options.

